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IntroductionIntroduction

At The Children’s Trust we are committed to protecting your

privacy. We will only use the information that we collect about

you in accordance with data protection and privacy legislation,

regulations and guidance. 

In this privacy policy we set out details of the data that we may

collect from you and how we may use that information. It is

important that you take your time to read this privacy policy and

associated notices so that you are fully aware of how and why

we are using your data.

If you provide personal information to us about other individuals,

for example if you are the parent of a child accessing our brain

injury services or an agent representing one of our major

donors, we will process such information in accordance with this

privacy policy. 

We have set out our privacy policy using a layered format so

you can quickly and easily click through to the specific areas of

interest.

About UsAbout Us

The Children’s Trust is a registered charity (number 288018)

incorporated under the Companies Act (number 1757875). The

Children’s Trust is the data controller for the information we

collect about you (collectively referred to as the "Charity", "we",

"us" or "our" in this privacy policy). We are a UK-based charity,

headquartered in the south-east of England, providing residential

and community-based brain injury rehabilitation and

neurodisability services for children and young people. 

Our data protection officer and how toOur data protection officer and how to
contact uscontact us

Our Data Protection officer ("DPODPO") is responsible for overseeing

questions in relation to this privacy policy. If you have any

questions about this privacy policy, including any requests to

exercise your legal rights, please contact the DPO using the

details set out below.

Email:Email: dpo@thechildrenstrust.org.uk

Postal address:Postal address: Tadworth Court, Tadworth, Surrey, KT20 5RU

Telephone number:Telephone number: 01737 36 5000

Complaints about how we handle yourComplaints about how we handle your
informationinformation

You have the right to make a complaint at any time to the

Information Commissioner's Office (the "ICOICO"), the UK

supervisory authority for data protection issues

(www.ico.org.uk). We would, however, appreciate the chance to

deal with your concerns before you approach the ICO, so please

contact us in the first instance. If you wish to contact us to make

a complaint about how we handle your personal data, you can

do so through our Data Protection Officer (whose contact details

are above).

Changes to the privacy policy and ourChanges to the privacy policy and our
purposes for processingpurposes for processing

This policy was last updated on the date shown at the bottom of
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this page.  

We will only use your personal data for the purposes for which

we collected it, or for reasons which we believe are compatible

with the original purpose. If you wish to get an explanation as to

how the processing for the new purpose is compatible with the

original purpose, please contact the DPO.

We reserve the right to make changes to this policy from time to

time. However, if we need to use your personal data for an

unrelated purpose, we will notify you and we will explain the

legal basis which allows us to do so.

Please note that we will not process your personal data without

your knowledge or consent unless this is required or permitted by

law. In such cases, we will do so only in compliance with the

law. It is important that the personal data we hold about you is

accurate and current. Please keep us informed if your personal

data changes during your relationship with us.

The data we collect about youThe data we collect about you

Personal data, or personal information, means any information

which can be used to identify an individual. It includes

pseudonyms such as unique identifiers (e.g. customer,

supporter, patient, employee number), but excludes data from

which a person cannot be identified from (anonymised data).

The information that we collect will depend on your relationship

with us. 

To find out more about the type of data we collect about you,To find out more about the type of data we collect about you,

how and why we collect it, our legal bases for processing yourhow and why we collect it, our legal bases for processing your

data and who we share it with, please see the relevant privacydata and who we share it with, please see the relevant privacy

notice. You can view this by selecting the heading from notice. You can view this by selecting the heading from the dropthe drop

down menu at the foot of this pagedown menu at the foot of this page that best describes your that best describes your

relationship with us.relationship with us.

Third party linksThird party links

Our website includes links to third-party websites, plug-ins and

applications. Clicking on those links or enabling those

connections may allow third parties to collect or share data

about you. We do not control these third-party websites and are

not responsible for their privacy statements. When you leave our

website, we encourage you to read the privacy policy of every

website you visit.

International transfersInternational transfers

From time to time we may use data processors who process

your personal data outside of the European Economic Area

(EEA). In these cases, we will always ensure a similar degree of

protection is afforded to your data by ensuring at least one of the

following safeguards is implemented: 

We will only transfer your personal data to countries that

have been deemed to provide an adequate level of

protection for personal data by the European

Commission.

Where we may use certain service providers outside of

the EEA, we use specific contracts approved by the

European Commission which give personal data the

same protection it has in Europe.

Where we use providers based in the US, we may

transfer data to them if they are part of the Privacy

Shield which requires them to provide similar protection

to personal data shared between the Europe and the

US.

Please contact the DPO if you want further information on the

specific mechanism used by us when transferring your personal

data out of the EEA.
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How long will you keep my personal data?How long will you keep my personal data?

We will only retain your personal data for as long as reasonably

necessary to fulfil the relevant purposes set out in this privacy

notice and in order to satisfy our legal, statutory, accounting, or

reporting requirements. 

To determine the appropriate retention period for personal data,

we consider the amount, nature, and sensitivity of the personal

data, the potential risk of harm from unauthorised use or

disclosure of your personal data, the purposes for which we

process your personal data and whether we can achieve those

purposes through other means, and the applicable legal

requirements.

In some circumstances we may anonymise your personal data

(so that it can no longer be associated with you) for research or

statistical purposes in which case we may use this information

indefinitely without further notice to you. 

How we protect your personal dataHow we protect your personal data

We have put in place appropriate security measures to prevent

your personal data from being accidentally lost, used or

accessed in an unauthorised way, altered or disclosed. In

addition, we limit access to your personal data to those

employees, agents, contractors and other third parties who have

a business need to know. They will only process your personal

data on our instructions and they are subject to a duty of

confidentiality. 

We have put in place procedures to deal with any suspected

personal data breach and will notify you and any applicable

regulator of a breach where we are legally required to do so.

Your legal rightsYour legal rights

Under certain circumstances, you have rights under data

protection laws in relation to your personal data. Click to find out

more:

Request access  access to your personal data (commonly known

as a "data subject access request"). This enables you to

receive a copy of the personal data we hold about you

and to check that we are processing it lawfully.

Request correction  correction of the personal data that we hold

about you. This enables you to have any incomplete or

inaccurate data we hold about you corrected, though we

may need to verify the accuracy of the new data you

provide to us.

Request erasure  erasure of your personal data. This enables you

to ask us to delete or remove personal data where there

is no good reason for us continuing to process it. You

also have the right to ask us to delete or remove your

personal data where you have successfully exercised

your right to object to processing (see below), where we

may have processed your information unlawfully or

where we are required to erase your personal data to

comply with local law. Note, however, that we may not

always be able to comply with your request of erasure

for specific legal reasons which will be notified to you, if

applicable, at the time of your request.

Object to processing Object to processing of your personal data where we are

relying on a legitimate interest (or those of a third party)

and there is something about your particular situation

which makes you want to object to processing on this

ground as you feel it impacts on your fundamental rights

and freedoms. You also have the right to object where

we are processing your personal data for direct

marketing purposes. In some cases, we may

demonstrate that we have compelling legitimate grounds

to process your information which override your rights

and freedoms.

Request restriction of processing restriction of processing of your personal data.
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This enables you to ask us to suspend the processing of

your personal data in the following scenarios: (a) if you

want us to establish the data's accuracy; (b) where our

use of the data is unlawful but you do not want us to

erase it; (c) where you need us to hold the data even if

we no longer require it as you need it to establish,

exercise or defend legal claims; or (d) you have objected

to our use of your data but we need to verify whether we

have overriding legitimate grounds to use it.

Request the transfer  transfer of your personal data to you or to a

third party. We will provide to you, or a third party you

have chosen, your personal data in a structured,

commonly used, machine-readable format. Note that this

right only applies to automated information which you

initially provided consent for us to use or where we used

the information to perform a contract with you.

Withdraw consent Withdraw consent at any time where we are relying on

consent to process your personal data. However, this will

not affect the lawfulness of any processing carried out

before you withdraw your consent. If you withdraw your

consent, we may not be able to provide certain products

or services to you. We will advise you if this is the case

at the time you withdraw your consent.

Object to automated decision making or profiling. Object to automated decision making or profiling. This

enables you to ask us not to subject your personal data

to automated decision-making or profiling with legal or

similarly significant effects. 

If you wish to exercise any of your rights above, please the Data

Protection Officer (dpo@thechildrenstrust.org.uk).

You will not have to pay a fee to access your personal data (or

to exercise any of the other rights). However, we may charge a

reasonable fee if your request is clearly unfounded, repetitive or

excessive. Alternatively, we may refuse to comply with your

request in these circumstances.

What we may need from you

We may need to request specific information from you to help us

confirm your identity and ensure your right to access your

personal data (or to exercise any of your other rights). This is a

security measure to ensure that personal data is not disclosed to

any person who has no right to receive it. We may also contact

you to ask you for further information in relation to your request

to speed up our response.

Time limit to respond

We shall respond to all legitimate requests within one month

unless your request is particularly complex or you have made a

number of requests. In this case, we will notify you and keep you

updated and may take longer to respond.

MarketingMarketing

We strive to provide you with choices regarding certain personal

data uses, particularly around marketing and advertising. We

hope that you will be happy for us to send you news about the

work of the charity and our fundraising campaigns but you are

free to change your mind at any time. 

We may use your personal data to form a view on what we think

you may want or need, or what may be of interest to you.  We

may contact you by telephone or you may receive other

marketing communications from us if you have given us your

contact details when taking part in a fundraising event, ordering

a product or ticket from our website, or signing up for our

newsletter and have not opted out.  We will ask you for your

consent to receive direct marketing from us electronically, when

the law requires it. 
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Third-party marketing

The Children’s Trust will never share your data with third parties

for their direct marketing purposes without your consent. 

Opting out

You can withdraw your consent (if given) or ask us to stop

sending you marketing messages at any time by following the

opt-out links on any marketing message sent to you or by

contacting our Supporter Care team at

supportercare@thechildrenstrust.org.uk or telephone us on

01737 364 349.
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Beneficiaries Privacy NoticeBeneficiaries Privacy Notice

IntroductionIntroduction

The data we collect about you, your childThe data we collect about you, your child

and your familyand your family

If you do not provide personal dataIf you do not provide personal data

How is your personal data collected?How is your personal data collected?

Our lawful bases and purposes forOur lawful bases and purposes for

processing your and your child's dataprocessing your and your child's data

Disclosures of your personal dataDisclosures of your personal data

National Data Opt-OutNational Data Opt-Out

IntroductionIntroduction

This privacy notice is aimed at the parents and other legal

guardians (collectively referred to hereon in as “you”, “your”) of

the children and young people under the care of The Children’s

Trust (collectively referred to hereon in as “controller”, “we”, “us”,

“the charity”) who are unable to read, either by virtue of their

young age or a lack of mental capacity.   This privacy notice

explains how we collect, use and share you and your child’s

personal data when you and your child access our clinical and

family services including:

brain injury rehabilitation at our national specialist centre;

community-based and online brain injury services

(including our Brain Injury Hub);

residential care and education for children and young

people with neurodisability at our children’s care home

and at The Children’s Trust School.

The data we collect about you, your child andThe data we collect about you, your child and
your familyyour family

We may collect, use, store and transfer different kinds of

personal data grouped together and categorised as follows: 

Identity Data

Data about your childyour child: forename, surname, date of birth,

age, gender, NHS number and pupil number. We may

also take photos and videos of your child for clinical,

administrative, training or marketing purposes. Please

see the section “Our lawful bases and purposes for

processing your and your child's data” for more

information.

Data about youyou: forename, surname, title, marital status

Data about your familyyour family: name and age of any siblings

your child has

Contact Data

Data about you and your childyou and your child: home address

Data about youyou: email address, telephone and/or mobile

number.

Data about your acceptance or otherwise in receiving

marketing communications from us and your

communication preferences.

Financial Data

Your bank details if you have privately funded your

child's place at The Children's Trust.

Transaction Data

Data about youyou if you are funding your child’s placement

at The Children’s Trust privately: details or services

received, invoice and payment history.

Sensitive Data

Data about your childyour child: race/ethnicity, religious or

philosophical beliefs, health information, genetic data.

Data about you, your child and your familyyou, your child and your family: social care/

safeguarding information.

The nature of the services we provide requires us to collect

Sensitive Data about you and your child. We want you to

reassure you that your privacy and the confidentiality of your

child’s medical information is of paramount important to

us. Furthermore, we will continue to respect confidentiality and

consent to treatment rules when dealing with your health data in

accordance with our Clinical Policies and all applicable medical
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confidentiality guidelines. Copies of our Clinical Policies can be

made available to you on request.

Criminal Records and Convictions Data

Data about you, your child and your familyyou, your child and your family: any

information disclosed to us from you or from third party

sources about you in relation to criminal records and

convictions.

Care and Education

Data about your childyour child: therapies, medications and

interventions received, photos and video images (to

record clinical outcomes and for training purposes),

clinical appointments, results from medical tests and

assessments, attendance at school/specific sessions,

reasons for absence and educational reports (attainment

and outcomes).

Technical Data

About you or your familyyou or your family when accessing any of our

online services: internet protocol (IP) address, login data,

browser type and version, time zone setting and location,

browser plug-in types and versions, operating system

and platform and other technology on the devices the

data subject uses to access our website.

Information about your use of our website and services.

Profile Data

Data about youyou: your acceptance or otherwise in sharing

your child’s personal story of recovery from brain injury,

your acceptance or otherwise of allowing your child’s

data to be used in brain injury or neurodisability

research. 

If you do not provide personal dataIf you do not provide personal data

If our agreement for the provision of services for you or your

child is with you directly, rather than with a public authority or

private organisation then performance of that contract may be

dependent on the provision of certain personal data, including

special categories of data. If you fail to provide data when

requested, we may not be able to provide our services

effectively or perform the contract we have or are trying to enter

into with you.

How is your personal data collected?How is your personal data collected?

We use different methods to collect data from and about you as

outlined below.

Direct interactions

You may give us you or your child's personal data by filling in

forms or by corresponding with us by post, phone, email, face to

face or otherwise. This includes personal data you provide when

you:

submit an enquiry form, application or referral for our

brain injury rehabilitation or neurodisability services

(including The Children’s Trust School);

enter into a contract with the Children's Trust for the

provision of our services;

undergo clinical screening and medical assessments

receive therapies

create an account on our online Brain Injury Hub

submit a post on our brain injury forum;

subscribe to our brain injury newsletter;

request marketing communications to be sent to you;

take part in our publicity and marketing activities;

make a general enquiry or a complaint.
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We also collect data about you or your child when you or they

undergo clinical screening, medical tests and assessments and

through our observations of you or your child whilst you are in

our care. 

Automated technologies or interactions

As you interact with our website, we may automatically collect

Technical Data about your equipment, browsing actions and

patterns. We collect this personal data by using cookies, and

other similar technologies. We may use these technologies to

customise content and advertising, including delivering

advertisements about the charity, its news and events, on third

party websites or services not owned or operated by The

Children’s Trust, to provide social media features and to analyse

traffic to our website site. We also share information about your

use of our site with trusted social media, advertising and

analytics partners.

Our social media, advertising and analytics partners are:

Facebook - you can find out more about how to manage

your Facebook ads preferences here.

Twitter - you can find more information about how to

control your Twitter ad and privacy settings here.

Google - you can opt out of Google’s use of cookies by

controlling your Ads Settings here.

YouTube - you can find out more about how to mange

ad settings here

You can set your browser to refuse all or some browser cookies,

or to alert you when websites set or access cookies. If you

disable or refuse cookies, please note that some parts of this

website may become inaccessible or not function properly.

For more information about the cookies we use, please see ourFor more information about the cookies we use, please see our

cookie preference centrecookie preference centre

Third party sources

NHS organisations, local authorities, insurers, foreign

embassies and other third parties if they refer you or

your child for our services;

Surrey Teaching Centre

your family;

social services, local authorities and the police;;

web analytics providers.

Our lawful bases and purposes forOur lawful bases and purposes for
processing your and your child's dataprocessing your and your child's data

We will only use your and/or your child’s data when the law

allows us to. Most commonly we will use your and/or your child’s

your personal data in the following circumstances. 

Necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the publicNecessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public

interest interest or in the exercise of official authority vested in the

controller. Most of the services we provide are publicly funded,

commissioned by NHS England, Clinical Commissioning Groups,

Local Authorities and Local Education Authorities. This legal

basis is relied upon in the following circumstances:

To undertake assessments across education, health,

therapies and care pertinent to our services as part of

the referrals process (including referrals for placements

at The Children’s Trust School) from statutory

authorities;

For the provision of healthcare, education and related

services to your child;

For the purpose of sharing information with health,

education and social care organisations and

professionals who are providing or will in the future be
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providing services to your child.

Necessary for the performance of a contractNecessary for the performance of a contract we are about to

enter into- or have entered into with you. We collect your and/or

your child’s data for this reason in limited circumstances, if our

agreement for the provision of services for your child is with you

directly, rather than with a public authority or private

organisation. Specific purposes for processing under this lawful

basis include:

For the administration and clinical assessment of

referrals for our services (including placements at The

Children’s Trust School);

For the provision of healthcare, education and related

services to your child in accordance with the contract we

have in place with you;

For the purpose of discharging your child from our

services and making onward referrals to other health,

education and social care organisations and

professionals as required.

Necessary for compliance with a legal obligation Necessary for compliance with a legal obligation that we are

subject to.  We rely on this legal basis in the following

circumstances:

Sharing of aggregated and pseudonymised patient-level

data with health and social care commissioners (as

directed by Secretary of State Health via NHS England)

for statistical analysis and monitoring purposes;

Sharing of data with the Department of Education to

meet reporting requirements under the Education

Regulations 2013 (Information About Individual

Pupils). We also collect and use pupil information under

the Education Act 1996 and the Children Act 1989;

To investigate, record and report incidents that may

impact you or your child to health and social care

professionals in compliance with the Care Quality

Commission and Ofsted Health and Education;

To conduct compliance audits and service evaluations in

compliance with the Care Quality Commission and

Ofsted Health and Education;

To provide a report on you or your child pursuant to a

court order.

Necessary for the purpose of our legitimate interests or those ofNecessary for the purpose of our legitimate interests or those of

a third party. a third party. We may process your data for a number of

legitimate interests in circumstances where these interests are

not overridden by your privacy rights:

To monitor and report to you the clinical and educational

services your child is receiving, the progress they are

making and any concerns we may have (note: this might

include the processing of photo or video images of your

child strictly for this purpose);

Sharing information with the statutory authorities

responsible for funding your child’s placement at The

Children’s Trust or other services;

Brain injury community services onward referral of your

child either to local community services or to our

specialist multi-disciplinary team;

Provision and administration of our online Brain Injury

Discussion Forum and our school parent engagement

platform;

Processing and publication of brain injury stories on

Brain Injury Hub Blog;

Administration of subscriptions to our monthly Brain

Injury newsletter;

As part of our discharge process we will add you/ your

child to our Long Term Register (an extension of our

brain injury services) so that we can contact you at key

transition points in the future to understand the progress

you/ your child are/is making and whether you and your

child require any further support;
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We archive personal data and conduct historical data

analysis in order to evaluate and improve our services.

We take steps to anonymise or minimise personal data

used for this purpose (for example by removing Identify

Data altogether or through the use of pseudonyms such

as patient number instead of your child’s name); 

To teach and train health, care and education

professionals. We minimise and anonymise data as far

as possible for this purpose;

To investigate, record and report incidents that may

impact you or your child and to manage risks, monitor

compliance and improve service quality;

To conduct compliance audits and service

evaluations. We minimise and anonymise data for this

purpose as far as possible;

To send you limited marketing communications by post

outlining the work of the charity and our fundraising

campaigns

With your consentconsent.  We rely on this legal basis in limited

circumstances and where required by law as follows:

To use your child’s personal data, including Sensitive

Data for research into brain injury (approved by

Research Ethics Service, part of the NHS Health

Research Authority).  Note: we normally only use

anonymised data for this purpose but if we do need to

use your / your child’s personal data, we would always

seek your prior consent.

To send you marketing communications by email or text

promoting the work of the charity and our fundraising

campaigns.

To take photos or video images of you/ your child for

marketing, publicity or training purposes.

To contact you and invite you to share your/ your child’s

story through our website or newsletter, or with

journalists, third party publishers and other local or

national media organisations.

Where it is essential for the vital (life or death) interestsessential for the vital (life or death) interests of any

individual. We would rely on this legal basis for the intervention

in emergency or life threatening situations where you or your

child are physically or legally unable to give consent as defined

under the Mental Capacity Act (2005).

In addition to the lawful bases set out above, when we process

Sensitive Data, we must identify an additional lawful basis for

processing. At The Children’s Trust and in relation to our clinical

and education services we rely on the following legal bases:

The processing is necessary for the provision of healthnecessary for the provision of health

or social careor social care or treatment or the management of health

or social care systems and services.

·The processing is necessary to protect thenecessary to protect the vital interestsvital interests

(i.e. life or death) of the data subject or of another

individual where the data subject is physically or legally

incapable of giving consent.

·The data subject has given explicit consent explicit consent to the

processing of those personal data (we rely on this basis

when we use your child’s data for marketing and

publicity or research purposes).

·The processing is necessary for archiving purposes in

the public interest, scientific or historical research

purposes or statistical purposes statistical purposes (we rely on this basis for

statistical analysis purposes to help us evaluate and

improve our brain injury and neurodisability services).

·The processing relates to personal data which arepersonal data which are

manifestly made public by the data subject manifestly made public by the data subject (we rely on

this basis if you post Sensitive Data on our Brain Injury

Hub).

The processing is necessary for reasons of substantialsubstantial

public interestpublic interest (which may be used when sharing data

with law enforcement authorities);
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The processing is necessary for the establishment,establishment,

exercise of defence of legal claimexercise of defence of legal claims or whenever courts

are acting in their judicial capacity (we rely on this basis

when we are required to report on you or your child's

treatment and care pursuant to a court order).

Please note that we may process your personal data for more

than one lawful ground depending on the specific purpose for

which we are using your data. Please Contact us if you want

further details about the specific legal ground we are relying on

to process your personal data.

Disclosures of your personal dataDisclosures of your personal data

There are a number of third parties with whom we share your

child’s personal data in order to provide and monitor our services

and to comply with our contractual and legal obligations with the

statutory authorities who commission these services.

Where we regularly share data with processors and other

controllers, we have data sharing agreements in place. We do

not allow processors to use your personal data for their own

purposes. We only permit processors to use your and your

child’s data for specified purposes and in accordance with our

instructions. 

We use processors who are commonly based in the EU but

occasionally we use processors with operations in the US or

Canada. For further details about international transfers of

personal data and the safeguards in place, please see

International Transfers.

The list below sets out the possible third party recipients of your

child’s data:

NHS organisations (including NHS England, hospitals,

GPs, clinical commissioning groups, NHS common

services agencies such as dentists, ophthalmic and

ambulance services etc.), Department of Education,

local authorities, social services

Surrey Teaching Centre where they are providing

education for children receiving our residential brain

injury rehabilitation and neurodisability services.

Foreign embassies in the case of privately funded

international referrals

Pharmacies and other suppliers of products or services

required for your child’s direct care.

Private hospitals, care homes, domiciliary agencies,

hospices, contractors providing services to the NHS

Approved assessors of regulatory compliance and

providers of certification schemes.

Regulatory bodies and supervisory authorities who may

audit our data processing activities.

Insurers if your child’s placement is funded privately

through insurance

Approved research partners such as universities and

hospitals (where we have your consent).

Journalists, publishers and other media organisations

(with your consent)

Insurers and legal professionals for the purpose of

bringing or defending legal claims

National Data Opt-OutNational Data Opt-Out

The Children’s Trust is compliant with the National Data-Opt-out

Policy.

The national data opt-out (NDO) is a Department of Health and

Social Care (DHSC) policy that provides choice to patients about

how their confidential patient information is used for purposes
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other than their individual care and treatment. Note: “confidential

patient information” is a legal term defined under the National

Health Service Act 2006. It is narrower in scope than the

definition of “personal data” under the General Data Protection

Regulation (GDPR) in that it not only concerns data that can

identify you as a patient but must also include some information

about your medical condition or treatment.

In broad terms, you have the right to opt-out of your confidential

patient information being shared for purposes beyond your care

unless there is a mandatory legal requirement or an overriding

public interest to do so. Organisations in scope of the NDO

policy need to review their uses of confidential patient

information and identify any which go beyond direct care to see

if the NDO should be applied. For more information about the

NDO please follows this link: https://www.nhs.uk/your-nhs-data-

matters/

This privacy notice explains why we process your personal data

(including confidential patient information) as well as the legal

grounds we rely on under the GDPR. We have reviewed the

NDO policy and determined that the NDO does not apply to any

of our data disclosures. This is largely because, where we do

use data for purposes beyond your direct care, we would always

seek your prior consent.
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Supporter Privacy PolicySupporter Privacy Policy

IntroductionIntroduction

The data we collect about youThe data we collect about you

How is your personal data collected?How is your personal data collected?

Our lawful bases and purposes forOur lawful bases and purposes for

processing your dataprocessing your data

Disclosures of your personal dataDisclosures of your personal data

IntroductionIntroduction

This privacy notice is aimed at our supporters and ambassadors

who make a donation to the charity, take part in fundraising

events and activities, or support our campaigns. 

This privacy notice explains how we collect, use and share your

personal data when you make a donation, buy a ticket for one of

our fundraising events, sign-up to take part in a sponsored event

such as the London Marathon, join us as an ambassador, visit

our website, buy products from us online or in our charity shops,

take part in our weekly lottery, sign-up for our newsletters and

request marketing communications to be sent to you or make a

general enquiry or complaint. 

The data we collect about youThe data we collect about you

We may collect, use, store and transfer different kinds of

personal data grouped together and categorised as follows: 

Identity data 

Forename, surname, date of birth and age. We may

need to verify your age for a number of reasons

including; to ensure we are not unknowingly collecting

children’s data online; to comply with the Gambling

Commission in respect of our lottery and in relation to

your application to any of our events that are age-

restricted.

We may also take photos or video images of you for

training or marketing purposes. Please see the section

“Our lawful bases and purposes for processing your

data” for more information.

Contact data 

Billing address, home address, email address, telephone

and/or mobile number

Financial data  

Bank account and payment card details and estimations

of your capacity to support us

Special categories of data 

In limited circumstances we collect data about your

race/ethnicity, religious or philosophical beliefs and

health information. Most commonly this might apply if

you are one of our major donors so that we can develop

a more personal relationship with you and communicate

with you appropriately and at the right times. We would

only process this information with your explicit consent or

if you had made the data publicly available.

We may also collect health information about any of our

supporters if it is necessary for ensuring your comfort,

safety and well-being when you attend our fundraising

events, for example we may need to make special

arrangements for you if you are disabled.     

Transaction data

Details of donations you have made, products or tickets

you have purchased, fundraising events or volunteering

activities you have been involved in.

Technical data   

Internet protocol (IP) address, login data, browser type

and version, time zone setting and location, browser

plug-in types and versions, operating system and

platform and other technology on the devices you use

when you access our website.

Profile data 
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Your username and password if you have an online

account, information about your interests and

preferences.

Information about your background, experience, interests

and family where we have a close personal relationship

with you e.g. if you are a major donor or ambassador. 

Usage data 

information about your use of our website and services.

Marketing, publicity and communications data 

Your acceptance or otherwise in receiving marketing

communications from us and your communication

preferences.

Your acceptance or otherwise of us using your data in

relation to our marketing and publicity campaigns in the

future, including the publishing of articles and photos in

our newsletter or in local or national press.

If you do not provide personal data

Some of the data we collect is necessary for the performance of

a contract we have entered or are trying to enter into with

you. For example, we can’t take payment from you unless you

share your billing address with us and we might need your email

address or telephone number in order to send you important

administrative information, such as changes to the timings for a

fundraising event.

Other data may be required by law, for example we need to

verify your age when you access our online services.

If you do not provide data when requested, we may not be able

to provide our services effectively or perform the contract we

have or are trying to enter into with you.  

How is your personal data collected?How is your personal data collected?

We use different methods to collect data from and about you as

outlined below.

Direct interactions

You may give us your personal data by filling in paper-based or

online forms or by corresponding with us by post, phone, email,

face to face or via social media. We may also collect your

personal data when you attend our events or take part in

fundraising activities.

Automated technologies or interactions

As you interact with our website, we may automatically collect

Technical Data about your equipment, browsing actions and

patterns. We collect this personal data by using cookies, and

other similar technologies. We may use these technologies to

customise content and advertising, including delivering

advertisements about the charity, its news and events, on third

party websites or services not owned or operated by The

Children’s Trust, to provide social media features and to analyse

traffic to our website site. We also share information about your

use of our site with trusted social media, advertising and

analytics partners.

Our social media, advertising and analytics partners are:

Facebook - you can find out more about how to manage

your Facebook ads preferences here.

Twitter - you can find more information about how to

control your Twitter ad and privacy settings here.

Google - you can opt out of Google’s use of cookies by

controlling your Ads Settings here.

YouTube - you can find out more about how to manage

ad settings here

You can set your browser to refuse all or some browser cookies,

or to alert you when websites set or access cookies. If you

disable or refuse cookies, please note that some parts of this

website may become inaccessible or not function properly.
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For more information about the cookies we use, please see our

cookie preference centre

Third party sources

We also collect your data from third party sources as follows:

Organisations who provide services to us such as

payment services and electronic point of sale, and ticket

handling;

Web analytics providers;

Data brokers, analytics and insight providers who may

combine data we have collected about you with other

data they have collected about you from publicly

available sources and other trusted third parties;  

Providers of online fundraising platforms e.g. Just Giving;

Agencies we may use from time to time to undertake

prospect research, wealth screening and other

fundraising activities on our behalf;

Business partners and sub-contractors;

Advertising networks.

Publicly available sources

Some of the personal data we collect about you may not have

been provided to us by you directly but may instead have been

gathered from publicly available sources. We may collect this

data ourselves or via specialist fundraising research agencies

and data brokers. Sources of your personal information include

but are not limited to: internet search engine results and social

media sites; Companies House, the Electoral Register, company

websites, wealth reports and listings, social networks such as

Facebook and Linkedin, political and property registers and news

archives. 

We will never use information that has been entered into the

public domain unlawfully or, in our judgement, against your

expressed wishes. For more information about how we use this

information and our lawful bases, see “Our lawful bases and

purposes for processing your data”.

Our lawful bases and purposes forOur lawful bases and purposes for
processing your dataprocessing your data

We will only use your data when the law allows us to. Most

commonly we will use your personal data in the following

circumstances:

Necessary for the performance of a contractNecessary for the performance of a contract we are about to

enter into- or have entered into with you. We collect your data for

this reason in the following circumstances:

for the administration of applications to participate in

sponsored fundraising events and of subsequent

“pledge” forms. E.g. London Marathon, Great North Run

(where a registration fee is payable to guarantee a

place);

for the sale and fulfilment of tickets for fundraising events

and for the subsequent event administration;

for the sale of goods and raffle tickets online and in our

charity shops;

to enter you for our weekly lottery and to process your

payment;

to notify you of changes to our terms or privacy policy;

 Necessary for compliance with a legal obligation Necessary for compliance with a legal obligation that we are

subject to.  We rely on this legal basis in the following

circumstances:

to verify your age if you access our online services

including registering to take part in our lottery;

to undertake due diligence, if you make a large donation

to the charity, in accordance with charity law for the

purposes of the prevention of financial crime;

to comply with record retention obligations e.g. the
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requirement to retain Gift Aid declarations for six years

as required by Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs

(HMRC);

to notify you of changes to our terms or privacy policy;

for information security monitoring;

where we identify a crime and have a duty to report it to

the relevant authorities;

where we are obliged to share data with regulators such

as the ICO for audit and breach reporting purposes;

if we investigate, record and report incidents or accidents

that may involve you;

to handle any requests you make when you exercise

your legal rights as outlined in this policy;

to conduct audits to assess regulatory compliance

including in relation to the Code of Fundraising Practice

and General Data Protection Regulation. 

Where it is necessary for our legitimate interestsnecessary for our legitimate interests (or those of a

third party) and your interests and fundamental rights do not

override those interests. We collect your data for this reason in a

number of circumstances including:

to process your donation or sponsorship of an event e.g.

our Golf Day including sending you an administrative

“thank you” letter, text or email;

to understand your marketing and communicating

preferences so we can keep you informed of the work of

the charity and how you can support us in the way you

choose;

to manage our relationship with you and respond to your

queries or complaints;

for the set-up and ongoing administration of your online

account;

to sign you up to one of our newsletters or mailing lists;

to make sure we always have the most up-to-date

information about you and how to contact you, we may,

from time to time, update your records to reflect any

changes to your personal information. Such changes

might include; removing the contact details of supporters

who are deceased; removing contact details that are out

of date; correcting any data that is inaccurate such as

your house number and; updating your address if you

have moved home. This information may come directly

from you, or it may come from trusted third parties and

publicly available sources including companies that

collate and analyse information from public registers

such as; Post Office Address File, Experian Absolute

Movers, The Business Suppression File and National

Change of Address. We will only ever add personal data

to your record that we haven’t obtained directly from you

if we are satisfied that you had a clear, legitimate

expectation that your details would be passed on to us

for this purpose. For example, if you have moved house

and used the Royal Mail redirection service, you may

have ticked a box or given some other positive indication

that you were happy for third parties you had a

relationship with to be informed of your change of

address. If you would prefer us not to collect data about

you in this way you have the right to object and opt

out. Please see “Your legal rights”;

to undertake analysis including basic profiling of our

supporter base. For example we might analyse the

average size- and regularity of donations by postcode

and use this information to inform future fundraising

appeals and communications more effectively;

to gather a variety of information about you, whether you

are an existing or prospective major donor so we can

identify any affinity you may have with our charitable

causes; understand your interests and assess your

capacity to support us.  As a charity we have limited

financial resources.  We need to deploy these resources

in the most cost effective way for the benefit of the
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children, young people and their families who we

support. We believe it is in your interest as much as ours

to ensure that any approaches we make- and

introductions we arrange are informed, leading to what

we hope will be a mutually rewarding relationship. We

may carry out our research in-house or enlist the

expertise of specialist third parties to conduct research

on our behalf. As part of this research we may collect

personal data about you from reliable and reputable,

publicly available sources including but not limited to;

Companies House, the Electoral Register, company

websites, wealth reports and listings, social networks

such as Linkedin and Facebook, political and property

registers and news archives. We will never use

information that has been entered into the public domain

unlawfully or in our judgement against your expressed

wishes. If you would prefer us not to collect and use data

about you in this way you have the right to object and

opt out. Please see “Your legal rights”;

to send you direct marketing communications or to

contact you by telephone to let you know about the work

of the charity, fundraising appeals, events and other

opportunities for you to get involve;

to seek your feedback or undertake customer research

to improve our products, events and services;

for supporter relationship management purposes;

for information security including troubleshooting, data

analysis, testing, system maintenance, support,

reporting and hosting of data;

to monitor, understand and continuously improve your

online experience when you browse and transact with

our website;

for the purpose of making or defending a legal or

insurance claim;

in order to run our business, for the provision of IT

services;

for training and quality purposes.

 We rely on your consent consent to process your personal data  in limited

circumstances and where required by law as follows:

to send you marketing communications by email or text

promoting the work of the charity and our fundraising

campaigns;

to capture a photo image or video footage of you for

future marketing purposes;

to use images of you and/or information about you in our

marketing materials and publicity campaigns or in local

or national press;

to record special categories of data in relation to you, for

example details of your religious or political beliefs for

relationship management purposes, where this data has

not already been made public by you.

In addition to the lawful bases set out above, when we process

special categories of personal data, we must identify an

additional lawful basis for processing. At The Children’s Trust

and in relation to data processing we carry out linked to our

Supporters, we rely on the following legal bases:

the data subject has given explicit consent explicit consent to the

processing of those personal data (we rely on this basis

when we use your child’s data for marketing and

publicity or research purposes).

the processing relates to personal data which arepersonal data which are

manifestly made public by the data subjectmanifestly made public by the data subject.

Disclosures of your personal dataDisclosures of your personal data

There are a number of third parties with whom we share your

personal data in order to provide and monitor our services and to

comply with our contractual and legal obligations.
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Where we regularly share data with processors and other

controllers, we have data sharing agreements in place and do

not allow processors to use your personal data for their own

purposes. We only permit processors to use your data for

specified purposes and in accordance with our instructions. 

We use processors who are commonly based in the EU but

occasionally we use processors with operations in the US. For

further details about international transfers of personal data and

the safeguards in place, please see International Transfers.

The list below sets out the possible third party recipients of your

data:

Payment services providers;

Ticketing agencies;

Event organisers;

Professional fundraising research agencies and

consultants;

Data brokers and analytics providers

HMRC in relation to Gift Aid declarations;

Other IT services and data hosting providers;

Approved assessors of regulatory compliance and

providers of certification schemes;

Regulatory bodies and supervisory authorities who may

audit our data processing activities;

Journalists, publishers and other media organisations

(with your consent);

Insurers and legal professionals for the purpose of

bringing or defending claims;

Other providers of professional services that we may use

from time to time.
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Professionals and Corporate PartnersProfessionals and Corporate Partners

IntroductionIntroduction

The data we collect about youThe data we collect about you

How is your personal data collected?How is your personal data collected?

Our lawful bases and purposes forOur lawful bases and purposes for

processing your dataprocessing your data

Disclosures of your personal dataDisclosures of your personal data

IntroductionIntroduction

This privacy notice is aimed at external professionals in the

fields of health, social care, education and clinical services with

an interest in the services we provide including; our services, our

events, clinical education and training and research into brain

injury and neurodisability. It is also aimed at external colleagues

employed by our corporate partners who may wish to support

our work by fundraising for us.

This privacy notice explains how we collect, use and share your

personal data during the course of our professional relationship

with you, whether you represent an organisation who supports

our causes or are a healthcare professional interested in

understanding more about our services and research into brain

injury and neurodisability, or are referring / have referred a child

or young person to our services, or may fund or have funded a

placement at The Children’s Trust.    

The data we collect about youThe data we collect about you

We may collect, use, store and transfer different kinds of

personal data grouped together and categorised as follows: 

Identity data - forename, surname, job title ;

Contact data - email address (ordinarily this will be your

professional email address), postal address (if requesting

information by post);

Financial data - payment card data (note some of our events and

conferences for professionals are free and therefore don’t

require you to submit card data);

Transaction data -  details of conferences you have attended,

information you have requested, fundraising activities you have

taken part in, placement enquiries and referrals you have made

for our services and the nature of your involvement with the

children and young people in our care;

Technical data - internet protocol (IP) address, login data,

browser type and version, time zone setting and location,

browser plug-in types and versions, operating system and

platform and other technology on the devices you use when you

access our website;

Profile data - username and password if you have created an

online account;

Usage data -  information about your use of our website and

services;

Marketing, publicity and communications data - your marketing

and communication preferences; your acceptance or otherwise

of us using your data in relation to our marketing and publicity

campaigns in the future, including the publishing of articles and

photos in our newsletter or in local or national press.

If you do not provide your personal data

Some of the data we collect is necessary for the performance of

a contract we have entered or are trying to enter into with

you. For example, we can’t take payment from you unless you

share your billing address with us and we can’t send you

important administrative information, such as changes to the

timings for an event without your contact data.

If you do not provide data when requested, we may not be able

to provide our services effectively or perform the contract we

have or are trying to enter into with you. 

How is your personal data collected?How is your personal data collected?

We use different methods to collect data from and about you as

outlined below.

Direct interactions
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You may give us your personal data by filling in paper-based or

online forms or by corresponding with us by post, phone, email

or face to face. We may also collect your personal data when

you attend our events and conferences or take part in

fundraising activities.

Automated technologies or interactions

As you interact with our website, we may automatically collect

Technical Data about your equipment, browsing actions and

patterns. We collect this personal data by using cookies, and

other similar technologies. We may use these technologies to

customise content and advertising, including delivering

advertisements about the charity, its news and events, on third

party websites or services not owned or operated by The

Children’s Trust, to provide social media features and to analyse

traffic to our website site. We also share information about your

use of our site with trusted social media, advertising and

analytics partners.

Our social media, advertising and analytics partners are:

Facebook - you can find out more about how to manage

your Facebook ad preferences here.

Twitter - you can find more information about how to

control your Twitter ad and privacy settings here.

Google - you can opt out of Google’s use of cookies by

controlling your ad Settings here.

Instagram – you can find out more about how to manage

your Instagram ad preferences here

Linkedin - you can find out more about how to manage

you Linkedin ad preferences here

You can set your browser to refuse all or some browser cookies,

or to alert you when websites set or access cookies. If you

disable or refuse cookies, please note that some parts of this

website may become inaccessible or not function properly.

For more information about the cookies we use, please see our

cookie preference centre

Third party sources

We also collect your data from third party sources as follows:

Organisations who provide services to us such as

payment services and electronic point of sale, and ticket

handling;

We collect personal data about professionals (medical,

healthcare, social care and education) registered with

third parties, including but not limited to membership

bodies and database providers, for networking,

collaboration and marketing purposes; 

Web analytics providers;

Providers of online fundraising platforms e.g. Just Giving;

Your employer;

Conference and event hosts if you have attended an

event and agreed to your data being shared with us.

 Publicly available sources

We may collect personal data about you from publicly available

sources including information obtained through internet search

engine results, websites and directories to identify professionals

who may have an interest in supporting the charity, in receiving

news and information about our services, or are interested in our

services and the referral of children and young people.

Our lawful bases and purposes forOur lawful bases and purposes for
processing your dataprocessing your data

We will only use your data when the law allows us to. Most

commonly we will use your personal data in the following

circumstances:

Necessary for the performance of a contractNecessary for the performance of a contract we are about to
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enter into- or have entered into with you. We collect your data for

this reason in the following circumstances:

for the sale and fulfilment of tickets for our events and

conferences for subsequent event administration;

to register you for a place on one of our training

programmes;

to notify you of changes to our terms or privacy policy.

 Necessary for compliance with a legal obligation Necessary for compliance with a legal obligation that we are

subject to.  We rely on this legal basis in the following

circumstances:

to comply with record retention obligations e.g. the

requirement to retain Gift Aid; declarations for six years

as required by Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs

(HMRC) if you take part in corporate fundraising;

for information security monitoring;

where we identify a crime and have a duty to report it to

the relevant authorities;

where we are obliged to share data with regulators such

as the ICO for audit and breach reporting purposes.

if we investigate, record and report incidents or accidents

that may involve you;

to handle any requests you make when you exercise

your legal rights as outlined in this policy;

to conduct audits to assess regulatory compliance

including in relation to the Code of Fundraising Practice

and General Data Protection Regulation. 

Where it is necessary for our legitimate interestsnecessary for our legitimate interests (or those of a

third party) and your interests and fundamental rights do not

override those interests. We collect your data for this reason in a

number of circumstances including:

to process your donation or sponsorship form including

sending you an administrative “thank you” letter, text or

email;

to understand your marketing and communicating

preferences so we can keep you informed of the work of

the charity and how you can support us in the way you

choose;

to manage our relationship with you and respond to your

queries or complaints;

for the set-up and ongoing administration of your online

account;

to undertake analysis and develop insight into your

interests and preferences for marketing purposes;

to send you direct marketing communications about the

work of the charity and our services, fundraising appeals,

events and other opportunities for you to get involved;

to seek your feedback or undertake customer research

to improve our products, events and services;

for relationship management purposes;

for information security including troubleshooting, data

analysis, testing, system maintenance, support,

reporting and hosting of data;

to monitor, understand and continuously improve your

online experience when you browse and transact with

our website;

for the purpose of making or defending a legal or

insurance claim;

in order to run our business, for the provision of IT

services;

for training and quality purposes.

 We rely on your consent consent to process your personal data  in limited

circumstances and where required by law as follows:
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to capture a photo image or video footage of you for

future marketing purposes;

to use images of you and/or information about you in our

marketing materials and publicity campaigns or in local

or national press.

Disclosures of your personal dataDisclosures of your personal data

There are a number of third parties with whom we share your

personal data in order to provide and monitor our services and to

comply with our contractual and legal obligations.

Where we regularly share data with processors and other

controllers, we have data sharing agreements in place. We only

permit processors to use your data for specified purposes and in

accordance with our instructions. Occasionally and where you

have given your consent, we may share your data with trusted

partners for their direct marketing purposes. You can withdraw

your consent at any time by contacting the relevant data

controller.  

We use processors who are commonly based in the EU but

occasionally we use processors with operations in the US. For

further details about international transfers of personal data and

the safeguards in place, please see International Transfers.

The list below sets out the possible third party recipients of your

data:

Payment services providers;

Ticketing agencies;

Event organisers;

HMRC in relation to Gift Aid declarations;

Other IT services and data hosting providers;

Approved assessors of regulatory compliance and

providers of certification schemes;

Regulatory bodies and supervisory authorities who may

audit our data processing activities;

Journalists, publishers and other media organisations

(with your consent);

Insurers and legal professionals for the purpose of

bringing or defending claims;

Other providers of professional services that we may use

from time to time.
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Candidates and Prospective VolunteersCandidates and Prospective Volunteers

IntroductionIntroduction

Data we collect about youData we collect about you

Our lawful bases and purposes forOur lawful bases and purposes for

processing your dataprocessing your data

Disclosure of your dataDisclosure of your data

How long will you keep my information?How long will you keep my information?

IntroductionIntroduction

This privacy notice describes how we process your personal

data if you apply, consider applying or express an interest in

working with us (whether as an employee, contractor, volunteer

or other worker, on a permanent or temporary basis, including

university placements and secondments).

Data we collect about youData we collect about you

In connection with your application to volunteer or work with us,

we will collect, store, and use the following categories of

personal information about you:

As a job candidate, the information you have provided to

us in your curriculum vitae and covering letter

As a candidate or volunteer, the information you have

provided on our application form, such as: name; title;

address; telephone numbers; personal email addresses;

date of birth; gender; employment history; and

qualifications

As a candidate or volunteer, any information you provide

to us during interview

As a candidate, any information produced as a result of

interview tasks and/or tests (if any).

We may also collect, store and use the following "special

categories" of more sensitive personal information:

Information about your race or ethnicity, religious beliefs,

or sexual orientation

Information about your health, including any medical

condition, health and sickness records

Information about criminal convictions and offences.

In connection with any potential application for work with us we

may collect data about you as outlined below:

Technical data   

Internet protocol (IP) address, login data, browser type and

version, time zone setting and location, browser plug-in types

and versions, operating system and platform and other

technology on the devices you use when you access our

website.

Automated technologies or interactions

As you interact with our website, we may automatically collect

Technical Data about your equipment, browsing actions and

patterns. We collect this personal data by using cookies, and

other similar technologies. We may use these technologies to

customise content and advertising, including delivering

advertisements about the charity, its news and events, on third

party websites or services not owned or operated by The

Children’s Trust, to provide social media features and to analyse

traffic to our website site. We also share information about your

use of our site with trusted social media, advertising and

analytics partners.

Our social media, advertising and analytics partners are:

•    Facebook - you can find out more about how to manage your

Facebook ads preferences here.
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•    Twitter - you can find more information about how to control

your Twitter ad and privacy settings here.

•    Google - you can opt out of Google’s use of cookies by

controlling your Ads Settings here.

•    YouTube - you can find out more about how to mange ad

settings here

•    Instagram – you can find out more about how to manage

your Instagram ad preferences here

•    Linkedin - you can find out more about how to manage you

Linkedin ad preferences here

You can set your browser to refuse all or some browser cookies,

or to alert you when websites set or access cookies. If you

disable or refuse cookies, please note that some parts of this

website may become inaccessible or not function properly.  

For more information about the cookies we use, please see our

cookie preference centre

Our lawful bases and purposes forOur lawful bases and purposes for
processing your dataprocessing your data

Job candidates and secondees

We need to process your personal information to decide whether

to enter into a contract with you.

Having received your CV and Covering Letter, and/or your

application form, we will then process that information to decide

whether you meet the basic requirements to be shortlisted for

the role. If you do, we will decide whether your application is

strong enough to invite to interview. If we decide to call you for

an interview, we will use the information you provide to us at the

interview to decide whether to offer you the role. If we decide to

offer you the role, we will then take-up references, and carry out

a criminal records check, as well as all other pre-employment,

compliance checks, in order to satisfy regulatory requirements,

before confirming your appointment.

Prospective volunteers and other unpaid workers e.g. university
placements

Having received your application form, we will use the

information provided to us to contact you for an informal chat. If

you decide to continue with your application, we will then take up

references. We may carry out a criminal record check, in

accordance with the law, as well as all other compliance checks,

in order to satisfy regulatory requirements before confirming your

start date.

Whether you are a job candidate or prospective candidate or

volunteer, we will only use your personal information when the

law allows us to. Most commonly, we will use your personal

information in the following circumstances:

Where it’s necessary for the performance of a contract necessary for the performance of a contract we have

entered into or are trying to enter into with you:

Communicate with you about the recruitment process

Making a decision about your recruitment or appointment

Determining the terms on which you work for us

Administering the contract we have entered into with

you.

Where we need to comply with a legal obligationlegal obligation:

To carry out background and reference checks, where

applicable

Assessing qualifications, skills, suitability, and
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Professional Registrations (where applicable) for a

particular role or task

Keep records related to our hiring processes.

Where it is necessary for the legitimate interestsnecessary for the legitimate interests of The

Children’s Trust (or those of a third party) in carrying out our

work as a registered charity and your interests, and fundamental

rights do not override those interests:

To conduct data analytics studies to review our service;

Equal opportunities monitoring;

To carry out background and DBS checks (for

safeguarding purposes if you are likely to be in contact

with children or vulnerable adults as part of your role);

To understand the volunteering opportunities you may

be interested in and your communication preferences.

To serve targeted online advertising to prospective

candidates about opportunities at The Children's Trust

(we will not sell your data to third parties for their own

marketing purposes)

To analyse the online application process through

Google Tag Manager in order to evaluate and make

improvements to the candidate application journey.

In limited circumstances we will process your data where we

have your consentconsent as follows:

To keep in touch with you about volunteering news and

opportunities;

We may also use your personal information in the following

situations, which are likely to be rare:

Where we need to protect your vital (life or death)your vital (life or death)

interests interests (or someone else's vital interests);

Where it is needed in the public interest  public interest or for official

purposes.

We strive to provide you with choices regarding certain personal

data uses, particularly around relevant recruitment and/or

volunteer opportunities, but you are free to change your mind at

any time. 

You can change your contact preferences, or ask us to stop

sending you these opportunities, at any point, by contacting the

People Operations Team: 01737 365 880.

If you fail to provide personal information

If you fail to provide information when requested, which is

necessary for us to consider your application (such as evidence

of qualifications or work history) we will not be able to process

your application successfully. For example, if we require a credit

check or references for this role, and you fail to provide us with

relevant details, we will not be able to take your application

further.

How we use particularly sensitive personal information

We will use your particularly sensitive personal information in the

following ways:

We will use information about your disability status to

consider whether we need to provide appropriate

adjustments during the recruitment process, for

example, whether adjustments needs to be made [during

a test, interview or informal chat]

We will use information about your race or national or

ethnic origin, religious, philosophical or moral beliefs, or

your sexual life or sexual orientation, to ensure

meaningful equal opportunity monitoring and reporting.

Information about criminal convictions

We will collect information about your criminal convictions history
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if we would like to offer you the role (conditional on pre-

employment checks for candidates and any other conditions,

such as references, being satisfactory). We are required to carry

out a criminal records check in order to satisfy ourselves that

there is nothing in your criminal convictions history which makes

you unsuitable for the role. In particular:

We are legally required by our Regulatory Body to carry

out criminal record checks

If the role is one which is listed on the Rehabilitation of

Offenders Act 1974 (Exceptions) Order 1975 (SI

1975/1023) and is also specified in the Police Act 1997

(Criminal Records) Regulations (SI 2002/233) so is

eligible for a standard or enhanced check from the

Disclosure & Barring Service

The role requires a high degree of trust and integrity,

since it involves dealing with, for example: vulnerable

children and adults who work with us, and so we would

like to ask you to seek a Basic disclosure of your

criminal records history.

We have in place an appropriate policy document and

safeguards which we are required by law to maintain when

processing such data.

Disclosure of your dataDisclosure of your data

Why might you share my personal information with third parties?

We may have to share data with third parties, including third-

party service providers, such as: MyPeopleBiz; NHS Jobs; GBG;

and Better Impact, for the purposes of processing your

application. All our third-party service providers and other entities

in the group are required to take appropriate security measures

to protect your personal information in line with our policies. We

do not allow our third-party service providers to use your

personal data for their own purposes. We only permit them to

process your personal data for specified purposes and in

accordance with our instructions.

If you are a prospective volunteer we share your data with

processors who send marketing communications about

volunteering opportunities on our behalf. 

The Children’s Trust will never share your data with third parties

for their direct marketing purposes without your consent.

How long will you keep my information?How long will you keep my information?

If unsuccessful in your application for employment, we may

retain your personal information for a period of six months after

we have communicated to you our decision. We retain your

personal information for that period so that we can show, in the

event of a legal claim, that we have not discriminated against

candidates on prohibited grounds, and that we have conducted

the recruitment exercise in a fair and transparent way. After this

period, we will securely destroy your personal information, in

accordance with our internal data retention policy.

If we wish to retain your personal information on file, on the basis

that a further opportunity may arise in future and we may wish to

consider you for that, we will write to you separately, seeking

your explicit consent to retain your personal information for a

fixed period.
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